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Regenerative skin treatment launched

Supplier: A.W. LAKE Spa Concepts
More A.W. LAKE Spa Concepts details

Singapore-based spa specialist AW Lake is partnering
with Germany's MedDrop Technology and Switzerland's
Arivine Pharma in bringing a non-invasive therapy
system for regenerative skin treatment to the spa
market. 

‘Pure TDA’ treatments are designed to create protein-
rich deposits in the skin’s deepest layers, in order to
stimulate cell division and provide the necessary
building blocks to repair damaged structures of the skin.

Over time, this smooths the skin and reduces deep and
fine wrinkles, according to AW Lake. 

The TDA machine was developed by MedDrop
Technology, while Arivine Pharma developed the
patented substance used in the treatments. 

The treatment system consists of a computer-guided
application station and applicator, which is moved at a
certain distance over the targeted skin areas during
treatment, without direct skin contact. The effect
achieved is a light, cool massaging pressure. 

The device displays the progress of treatment and
indicates when a switch to a different area of the face is
required, although there is a customisation mode. 

Supplier: A.W. LAKE Spa Concepts

Singapore 
A.W. LAKE’s fresh design approach brings a new crop of
innovative spas into the market. Current projects include
spas at the St. Regis in Zhuhai, Cappella hotel and the
World Trade Center in Nanjing, The Westin in Nusa Dua Bali,
W hotel in Goa and many more. “Future spas are much
more dynamic, integrative and intuitive”, according to Adria
Lake, owner and founder of the company. “We design spas
that reflect the DNA of each brand and become the soul of
the hotel and resort”.

Web: www.awlakeonline.com

More A.W. LAKE Spa Concepts details
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SpaBooker

Over 6,000 clients
choose SpaBooker
to help run their
businesses,
including
independent spas,
multi-location
chains, and global
hospitality brands
such as Hilton Hotels
and Six Senses.

V iew full profile>>
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Premier Software
aids spas with
core business

CORE by Premier is
Premier Software’s
leading product and
its flexible design
and single database
structure can be
tailored to meet the
requirements of
both standalone and
multi-site leisure
clubs and spas.
More>>
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Hotel spa: Green house
The family behind Ecover cleaning
products invests in an idyllic hotel
and spa set in the English
countryside More>>

 

Everyone's talking about...:
The impact of franchising
Catherine Larner reports on how
rapidly growing day spa franchises
in the US are shaping the market
More>>
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